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About This Game

Fistful of Frags was born years ago as a Wild West themed modification for Source engine. It has been completely renewed for
its Steam release, paying special attention to combat mechanics.

Also please note this is a completely *free* standalone mod, no micro-transactions exist, no registration required. Just
install and play. You may see ads when joining certain third party servers that host our game for free. That's however

completely unrelated to FoF dev team, we do not profit from them.

Features

Shootout (classic death-match / free for all) and up to 4 team death-match: non stop, all around action. FFA supports
ladder based global ranks.

Teamplay mode: objective based game mode featuring zone capture and 'push the cart' levels.
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Cooperative mode: up to 6 players; features missions as bank assault, last stand, push

Singleplayer challenges and missions: learn the game alone, master the skills you'll need later at your own pace

Other multiplayer modes: Grand Elimination (a fast paced Battle Royale like mode), Break Bad (team based death-
match like mode featuring custom rules as unarmed players or objetives), Team Elimination (kill the entire enemy team
once at least to win the round), Versus (1 vs 1 duel matches, each map features different arenas, fair match creation
based on player rank/skill)

Detailed dual wield system: double dynamic crosshair, weapon flip for extra accuracy options, drop or throw your
handguns as projectile attack

Advanced multiplayer bots for off-line practice

Historical black gunpowder based weapons as Colt Peacemaker/Navy/Walker, S&W Schofield, Volcanic pistol,
Deringer, Smith Carbine, Sharps rifle or Henry Rifle

Customization options: choose primary/secondary weapons and special perks

Skill based scoring system: the more skill required to accomplish an attack, the higher score is

Source Engine 2013: community managed dedicated servers, LAN support, 3rd party level design and user
customization allowed
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Title: Fistful of Frags
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Fistful of Frags Team
Publisher:
Fistful of Frags Team
Release Date: 9 May, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP

Processor: Pentium 4 3.0GHz or equivalent

Memory: 2000 MB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon 9600 or nVidia GeForce 6 series

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 8.1 compatible sound

English,French,Russian,German,Czech,Hungarian,Polish,Portuguese,Swedish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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The best free game I have ever played. Really demonic.. This game has a lot of potential. I am just not knowing how to get more
ore elsewhere..guess i'll consult the wiki later. But This game can only be played in full-screen. Just letting others
know..anyways I recommend it. Nice building game in space.. This is a very tough call on whether to recommend or not. It's
only a .99 cents game and it delivers on what it promises. I think in the end that deserves a recommendation. But just know that
you're getting a short ride. And the graphics are average to below average for this genre. And you'll be using a keyboard to get
the game going (why does it not support a controller?!).

However, I think this is a unique enough experience to recommend for VR Rollercoaster \/ Carnival Ride Experience
enthusiasts. It's a nighttime carnival atmosphere and the ride is definitely different than others (even from the one in Ultimate
Booster experience which is similar, but this ride just feels very different to me). I enjoyed the ride.

Rate 5\/10 ..  yes, I now have a stomach made of steel and get no motion sickness or nausea :D . It doesn't work. They've been
looking into a "fix" for at least two years.. It is a great start for development of a Mech game , need to constantly add more
weapons and mechs to keep the game relavent and fresh. Controls could use some work. And lastly the resolution is on par for
the stage of development that the game is in. Customization of mech is good but do not let it slip and get stale. The game could
use customization to where you can add different mech parts from each load out to make a mech truly of the players own
creation. But I do enjoy the game but prefer War Robots.. The worst thing about this game is that you will never experience
anything like it again.. Kaos studios has some talent behind their games, however it doesn't seem to be in the way of making the
actual game.

Get frontlines for a forgettable shooter you can play once, but don't expect to be very engaged. Some of the gadgets in the game
are neat, and I can see where many of the ideas for Homefront came from. Unfortunately, most of the game is boring and
cookie cutter.

Frontlines also suffers from badguys take too many bullets syndrome. It's tough to kill enemies with the limited selection of
weapons given to you.You might enjoy it once, but wait for a sale. Don't pay full price.. Great addition to the game. SETA is
lovely as always, and the new systems are really cool. It's also amazing that after 3 years, Egosoft is still supporting and
providing more content for X:R, I love it!

My only criticisms about the DLC is that wished that Terracorp had different designs for their ships, and that they made
mentions to characters from previous games. It also lacks any sort of personal connection, as Terracorp is just..there.
But this type of DLC is definitely a step in the right direction, especially if we ever get a new X game.. Excellent game, you can
play over and over and never get bored with this.. DONT BUY THE GAME CRASHES AFTER U FINISH THE SOCK AT
THE START OF THE GAME. AND THERES BEEN NO FIX FOR YEAR.
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An awesome indie game! Seriously, I don't understand why this game is so little known....
Great gameplay, innovative battle system, captivating story and a heck of a lot more to explore!

Guys, get that game now!. This game is a mix of space invaders and guitar hero. My initial thought was that these two franchises
that wouldn't work together. I was very wrong. This blend of genres (rythmncade?!?) is perfect for each other. It mixes amazing
audio with some of the best visual design that I have seen on an indie game.

The bottom line is that this game is fun. I couldn't stop smiling while I played it. Can't wait to play some more!!!. Probably
never leaving early access, the last update was over a year and a half ago. That being said, for the price, it's more than worth it as
is.

Edit: I stand corrected. updates have resumed after the long hiatus and I'm excited to see where this game goes. I'll be starting a
new playthrough right now :). Super POTUS Trump - Это когда ты обычный человек , можешь побить трампа
Super POTUS Trump - Это когда взрослого , высокого трампа , бьют газетами , и он умирает .
Super POTUS Trump - Это когда ты хочешь сделать терракт на Трампа , но не получается , и тут эта игра , ВАУ
7 Трампов из 10. This game is all kinds of f'd up--which I mean as a compliment. The alternate reality aspects reminded me of
Black Watchmen or some of the other hacking type games out there right now. I'm not even totally finished with it yet, because
I honestly had to give myself a breather on the puzzles. However, I think I've done enough of it to do the review...

Pros:
- weird as heck
- gives you no hints as to wtf you're doing
- the graphic effects make it kind of creepy
- easter eggs for people who like ARGs
- logic puzzles galore (I love logic puzzles)
- not super difficult
- no idea what's going on with the story, it's like reading old cyber sex chat logs from 1996 which for some people is gonna be a
huge turnoff but also is hilarious for those of us who spent time on AIM back in the day
- the game uses its own store page as a reference which is awesome and innovative (you'll see what I mean if you play it)

Cons:
- there is only one type of puzzle and I WILL spoil that because people who don't like Minesweeper are gonna hate this one
- no idea what's going on with the story (like I said this is not for everyone)
- ???

If you like weird stuff, ARGs, conspiracy theory/scifi TV shows, reading other people's sexts, David Lynch, fan theories, or
hacking games, you will probably enjoy this. I personally love games that leave a lot to be interpreted and/or require you to do a
little extra digging on your own, so it's up my alley. YMMV.

Side note: If you do buy this game, be sure to watch the trailer and also play the demo AND the actual game.. Space Grunts has
excellent balance and progression. Every couple levels the challenge is slightly amped up with options of alternate routes,
weapon upgrades and newer smarter enemies. Also has a leader board, daily challenges and many secrets to discover. Having a
lot of fun playing Space Grunts :). This little arcade game will blow your mind. :))). I'd love to see this game expanded. You
guys have created an amazing foundation. I hope more games will use the brilliant motion approach. No teleporting! Brilliant :)
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